
 

 

The aesthetics of individuality. 
 
In what ways do we picture individuality? And in what ways do we picture being an individual? We 
can talk about its politics relentlessly, dress it in colours of fashion and political ideologies. 
Individuality becomes garb.  
 
At its core its a philosophical concept. It permeates us so deeply because a sense of individuality is 
at the core of human nature. It is an idea that can help us realise a meaningful life. The sense and 
ethics of free thinking, of being creative, of being just; inquisitive; unprejudiced; yes, one begets the 
other. It is an ethical concept.  Being an individual means relinquishing the reigns to encumberment  
of the ethical spirit and the body. It is in this sense that individuality, or the independent mind, is 
manifested in true elegance.  And it is is this sense that it is a matter of aesthetics. True 
independence is not vulgar - its tasteful, meaningful and revolutionary.  
 
In public discourse and mainstream media, ‘individuality’ is misconstrued and narrowed as a 
concept, often hijacked by industry marketing. In fashion, and in the industries that rely on forging 
and selling  images of an aspirational western life-style, in all their every day banality.  We are told 
that we must be individual, we must be en vogue.  Often it’s about the plenty, about standing out by 
‘more’.  Its material - more; better; richer; exclusive. Being exclusive it to be individual. Individuality 
is saturated with materialism and often bad taste. You can buy it, you can be it, because it’s a 
product. The quick fix.  Available. The instant fulfilment of nonsensical aspiration. One designed to 
fill the void of stifled hearts and spirits.  
 
A banal, consumerist sense of individuality becomes yet another opiate of the masses, constantly 
evolving in its demands and designed to imprison: yet another new smartphone, yet another new 
catwalk; a parade of privilege,  communicated to the masses by the social and not so social media; 
copied, proliferated, spewed out by the tyranny of the sweatshop indulging machine,  and fuelled 
indulgently by kitsch finance.  The western high street and its bolder digital existence, designed to 
satiate the insatiable appetite of the masses. A vicious circle.  Individuality is another capitalist 
myth.  
 
Instead let us talk about the aesthetics of individuality in direct contrast to that. Let us talk about 
individuality as the essence of the human experience, distilled into an the economy that aesthetics 
can inform i.e. metaphor, allegory, analogy, which represents the depth of emotions and the human 
and social psyche. An aesthetic representation of the journey it took for you to come to where you 
are. Here, now. A human story said elegantly and boldly. You can’t buy it, you can only learn it.  
You are the product of the constant negotiations and renegotiations between your impulses, 
passions, your experiences of joy and pain, and every emotion between that you have and feel 
with others.  This is you. This is the stuff you are made of, the journey of negotiations within your 
self and with others. In time they must distill into something elegant.  Simple and bold.  They reflect 
the original love, unprejudiced, egalitarian in its purity, untainted.  
 
This sense of abstraction, of learning from experience and ethics about how to produce economical 
representations, sensually, using an architecture of expressionist lines: In portraiture. A hollow 
circle replaces the void of her gaze. At first sight disturbing. And at second. And third. Yet the 
fulness, the richness of her humanity is there, in her luscious lips. There are bursts of sex, love, 
hope, yearning, kindness in those lines. The richness of the experience, of what it is like to be 
human. It is contradictory, conflicting, intense. The experience that binds us all: are these lines, 
weaving themselves through our bodies, our sensualities, our memories, our spirit. We are 
individual in our journeys, but we are not alone.  We are made of each other.  
 
I find it the easier to express individuality with my art.The human experience expressed in an 
elegant statement. The bold space in between the sparse lines, it  is more than silence. It is a vault 
of experiences, the personal battles, the prejudice you fought not to internalise. The supressed 



 

 

societal dogmas. The chaotic battle against selfishness. The fierce, independent, humanist sense 
individuality 


